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Popplet
A VISUAL MAPPING TOOL
Popplet is a tool that allows users to visualize ideas
though an organized mind map. A mind map is a
diagram used to visually outline information for a
project, an idea or research. It is often created around a
single word or idea. From that central idea lines radiate
in all direction to which additional ideas, works, phrases
and images can be attached.
A single individual can design a mind map easily with
a pen and paper; however, through Popplet technology
the mind mapping becomes even more organized. What
is more useful, classmates can “invite” their peers to join
a Popplet and collaborate simultaneously. This is useful
when planning group projects. The students can work

Collaboration through
Technology

from a single location or from anywhere there is internet
access.

Popplet in my Class
My students are required to create a cultural unit

This year, the Faculty Technology Institutes focused on
Engaging the #Tech Generation. TLT delivered sound
pedagogical practices, demonstrated technological tools,
showcased experiences from CofC faculty, and provided a
forum for open discussion. In these sessions I learned how

infusion the arts into their academic lessons. These
groups of 4-5 usually find it difficult to schedule a time
to plan their unit. Popplet has allowed my students to
collaboratively work on their projects from across
campus, while creating an aesthetically pleasing outline
of their lessons. When they meet with me to discuss

to embrace technology through Twitter, Instagram, and other

their lessons, it is well thought out, easy to follow and I

social media. I also learned how to get my students to work

can clearly see that each student participated in the

together collaboratively through a program called Popplet.

process.

FTI was a wonderful way for me to connect with colleagues in other departments and
discuss ways technology is being utilized throughout the College of Charleston.

Un-Grant & FTI
The benefits of the Tech Happens! Un-Grant and Faculty Technology Institute are
incalculable. Furthermore, the TLT staff is a reliable source for technology information
throughout the year.
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